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Dated at Jaipur:- 28-07-2013

To,
Shri A.K.Bhargava
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,
JAIPUR–302010
Sub:

Explosive & agitating situation among all the Executives of Alwar SSA due to Ignorant,
vindictive & dictator attitude of Management of Alwar SSA.

Respected Sir,
Executives of Alwar SSA are being harassed & victimized by vindictive & biased attitude of
GMTD Alwar. GMTD Alwar is totally ignorant towards the legitimate rights of the Executives and the
interests of BSNL, now the situation has become very explosive in protest of malafide intension of
GMTD Alwar.
The matter has been well apprised to you by CS, AIBSNLEA in details but nothing has been
done at Circle Management level and it seems that the matter has totally been ignored. Thus
AIBSNLEA, Alwar Branch has been compelled to go on the path of agitation. We once again request
your kind honour to intervene in the matter immediately and instruct the GMTD Alwar to consider
the legitimate demands of Alwar AIBSNLEA Branch.
With kind regards,
Yours sincerely

(M.K.Morodia)
Circle Secretary
Encl.: Notice of agitational action programme served by AIBSNLEA Alwar Branch.
Copy to:1. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA, New Delhi for action at CHQ Level Pl.
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ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATION
ALWAR BRANCH

No: AIBSNLEA/ALW/2013-14/

Dated: 27-07-2013

Sub: Notice of Organizational Action Programmes against the harassment

of the members of AIBSNLEA District Branch Alwar by the Alwar SSA
administration and against the vindictive attitude of the SSA
Administration towards the members of AIBSNLEA District Branch
Alwar.
Ref: Our letter of even no. dated 06.07.2013, 18.07.2013 and 26.07.2013
This Association strongly believes in the path of mutual discussions to ensure the
industrial peace and harmony but it is clearly reflecting that the Alwar SSA
Administration is not realizing the genuine issues and the gravity of the same. The
GMTD Alwar is continuously harassing the members by his vindictive and harassing
attitude towards the members of AIBSNLEA District Branch Alwar. Sr. GMTD Alwar
is continuously obliging a Direct Recruit Association in the posting on promotions in
SDE (T) Cadre with the malafied interests best known to him.
There are a number of SDE (T), who were waiting for the clearance of their long
pending requests due to their family problem/medical problem or another genuine reasons. It
is pertinent to mention that due to non-consideration of the requests, (even after the
availability of plenty of substitutes as LDCE qualified candidates), such SDEs are very
frustrated and feeling a great heartburn. GMTD Alwar has posted all the LDCE qualified
SDEs (Majority of the members of Direct Recruit Association) in Alwar City and no any
own cost transfer request of this Association has been considered. This Association doubts
that the said posting orders have been governed by some malafied interests/intentions of the
SSA administration.
It is again important to mention here that the BSNL Corporate Office, as well as
Circle Office has already considered the Own Cost Transfer requests at their respective levels
but SSA has not considered a single request transfer of this Association member, even after
the various repeated request and persuasion by this Association.
Against the harassing, vindictive and indifferent attitude of the GMTD Alwar towards
the members of this Association, now the Association is compelled to serve the notice of
Organizational action programmes as follows1. Mass CL – 12-08-2013
2. Lunch hour demonstration in front of the GMTD Office, Alwar -14.08.2013
3. Full day Dharna in front of the GMTD Office, Alwar- 17.08.2013
If the vindictive, indifferent and harassing attitude of Alwar SSA Administration
remains unchanged after the implementation of above programmes then this Association will
be compelled serve to the notice of Indefinate Strike in due course of time
-sd(B.L.Gupta)
District Secretary

Copy to:1. Shri A.K.Bhargava, The CGMT Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur for
the information and N/A
2. Smt. Alpana Agarwal, Sr. GM (HR/Admn), Rajasthan Telecom Circle,
Jaipur for the information and N/A
3. Sh.Arun Kumar Sharma, Sr.GMTD Alwar
4. Shri Prahlad Rai, General Secretary, AIBSNLEA CHQ New Delhiwith a request to take up the matter with CMD BSNL and Director
(HR).
5. Shri M.K.Morodia, Circle Secretary, AIBSNLEA Rajasthan-With a
request to take up the matter with Director (HR) .
6. Shri S.P.Jain, OS (East), AIBSNLEA Rajasthan- for the information
and most urgent necessary action.
7. All the members of AIBSNLEA District Branch Alwar.

